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Clickety-clack

Clickety-Clack
By: Libby Mailey 8 November

Accompaniment

Narrator�s voice

action words �  
clickety clack,
weave, spin,
music.

Stimuli word bank

clickety clack, spin, 
stretch, low, puppet, 
strand, Þ gure of 8, 
swerve, high, noise, 
weave, bend, freeze, 
spindle, punch, chop, 
zig-zag, circle,  
elastic,

Activities>      What is moving> Variety of body parts  
      e.g. arms, hands, feet.  
      Incorporating jogging,
      punching, chopping,
      weaving, twisting,
      turning.

Dynamics>    How it is moving> Light-weaving,
      spinning, quick/slow,
      pushing and pulling  
      (i.e. sudden/sustained  
      and freeze).

Space>       Where it is moving>  On the spot.
      Personal space.
      General space.
      Circle information.
      Line formation.
      Variety of levels (up  
      and Down).

Relationships>      With whom> Solo.
      Groups of 4 or 5.

Preparation which may be done in class

1. Formation of groups

2. Research into machines in a linen factory.

3. Looking at the texture and feel of the linen yarn.
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Standing point:

Everyone standing in a space ready to listen.

Activity    What You Hope To See

Introduction

1. Jogging    (a) Awareness of other children.
   
     (b) Listen to music.

     (c) Repetition of words clickety clack.

     (d) Stretching Þ ngers out � closing Þ ngers tight.

2. Variety of   (a) Revision of stepping patterns from previous 
    movements    lessons. 
      
     (b) Variety of pathways/directions.

     (c) Gesturing towards other children � nodding,
      waving, smiling.

3. Hand movements  (a) Moving hands � hands up and down in a piston
      type movement or like a robot.

     (b) Gesture of punching and chopping.

Development

1. Gesture of ß ax  (a) Twisting and turning.
    moving through
    the looms � hand  (b) Different levels � low-high-low.
    movements.

2. Jogging    (a) Zig-zag movement.

     (b) Use of hands to weave a pattern while jogging.

3. Into groups   (a) Circle formation � going to nearest people rather 
      than running all over the room looking for   
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      someone.

4. Creating noise  (a) Hands well stretched out � Þ ngers stretched out. 
    of the machines   See-Saw type action with the body. 
    slapping.
     (b) Using space around body while hitting ß oor
      with hands.

5. On the spot -   (a) Use of personal space.
    machine
    movements   (b) Use of all body parts � e.g. bend and stretch of
    up and down    knees.     
 

6. Machine movement (a) Slicing movement across body on 7 and 8.
    and weaving  
    sequence.                     (b) Can they start their sequence with the same        
      hand tightening yarn each time. 
    
     (c) Hands �brushing� in rhythm.

Climax

Group work - staggered (a) Looking for a �domino� type effect.  No1 moves
      then No 2, then No 3 and then No 4 moves.

     (b) If there are 5 children, 4 and 5 can do the same.
      movement.
  
     (c) Look for a line formation.

     (d) Look for �freeze� action when other group
      members are moving.

     (e) After a while encourage children�s own    
      interpretation of machine movements within
      8 beats � do not look for uniformity between
      one machine and another.

     (f) Variety of speeds � sustained to slowly down to  
      halt.
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Ideas for future dance lessons on the same topic.

a. Children creating their own speciÞ c sequences � perhaps even choosing new
 music.

b. Large groups creating more complex machine sequence.

c. Different group formation e.g. one group facing the other �mirror image�.

Parts of machine working together


